
SuspenDC
Get Hooked and Fly

Event Media Release

Our event photographers document SuspenDC so that the Fliers, Pullers, and Dancers can have pictures of their
amazing achievements.  The photography team focuses mainly on participants involved in the main activity of the day,
flesh hooks.  As they work, they do their best to avoid including anyone choosing to not appear in pictures.  If someone
is caught in the background who does not want to be photographed, we will electronically remove or otherwise distort
their likeness during post production.

Participants who feel strongly that their likeness should not be recorded advised to be aware of where the
photographers are taking pictures during the event and stay clear of such areas.

Aside from the event photographers, no other participants are permitted to take pictures during the event.

Event Media Release (May the event photographers take your picture?)

I hereby agree to give and forever grant to Whittney Matlock operating as SuspenDC, his advertising agency, licensees,
publishers, his successors and assigns, and the event photographers the right to use, publish, and copyright my picture,
portrait, and likeness, as still image or audio/video recording, in whole or part, including alterations, modifications,
derivations, and composites thereof, in advertising, promotion, spiritual, educational, artistic, publishing, for profit, and
not for profit endeavors throughout the world.  This right shall include, but is not limited to, the right to combine my
likeness with others and to alter my likeness, by digital or other means, for the purposes set forth herein.

I also hereby release all parties outlined above from any obligation to make any payment hereunder or from any other
liability incurred in connection with the use of any such images or other material in the manner provided above.

Yes / No
(circle One)

04/30/2022
Signature Date

If you would like for us to identify you in the event’s web galleries by something other than your legal name, please let
us know what name to use:

(print clearly)


